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Abstract

Have you ever wished that you played an instrument as a
kid? Or that you had started learning a new language or
hobby earlier in life? The freedom to develop and grow
personal interests during childhood can feel limited,
because the material culture of childhood is controlled
by adults. The designed environment of childhood is
so critical to their development, yet children are rarely
involved in the design of their toys; they are usually just
users of an existing product. Doesn’t everyone deserve
a say in their own development? How would toy design
change if children were considered partners in the
design process? I partnered with KidsTeam at the
University of Maryland’s Human-Computer Interaction
Lab and we used a co-design methodology called
cooperative inquiry. The child and adult design
partners at KidsTeam and I held seven co-design
sessions, we took a project through traditional
industrial design phases, and together, we designed
a kit of generative shapes to spark imagination and
creative play.

Figure 1. Kit of generative shapes.

Keywords. co-design, collaborative design, cooperative
inquiry, industrial design, toy design, material culture,
childhood, child development, boredom

Figure 2. The shapes attach to cardboard boxes, allowing the user to design anything they want while giving
new life to their used packaging..
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Glossary

Co-design. The creativity of designers and people not
trained in design working together in the design
development process.

Cooperative Inquiry. A co-design methodology where
children and adults work together as design partners.

Design partners. A group of people that work together
long-term, that see the members of the group as equals,
and are able to elaborate on each other’s ideas in order
to design.

Active imagination. The ability to be creative or
resourceful that stems from one’s own mind.

Passive imagination. The ability to be creative or
resourceful that is initiated, and often times maintained,
by an external source.
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Introduction

“There’s a snake in my boot!” Directed by John
Lasseter in 1995, Pixar’s movie, Toy Story, was a box
office hit. It was the highest grossing film during its
opening weekend and earned $373 million at the
worldwide box office (“Toy Story”; “Toy Story (1995)”).
The film also inspired countless lines of toys, video
games, theme park attractions, merchandise, and three
movie sequels.
In a press release in 2005, the Library of Congress
added Toy Story to the National Film Registry. James H.
Billington, the Librarian of Congress until 2018, said that
movies are added to the registry based on cultural,
historical, and aesthetic significance in the hopes of
safeguarding “a significant element of American
creativity and our cultural history for the enjoyment and
education of future generations.” (Library of Congress
2005). Toy Story is celebrated for transforming
“animation’s face and delivery system as the first
full-length animated feature to be created entirely by
artists using computer tools and technology” (Library of
Congress 2005).
Toy Story is an important movie economically,
culturally, and technically. Arguably more important
though, is how the characters and storyline captured our
hearts.
Toy Story is set in a world where toys are living
beings. They have personalities and lives of their own but
14
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must become lifeless when a human is present. A sheriff doll named Woody and a
full cast of other toy characters belong to six-year-old Andy. Gifted to Andy by his
mom, Woody is Andy’s favorite toy. I wonder what toy Andy would’ve chosen if he
had had control over the decision.
Andy spends countless hours in his room coming up with stories and using
his imagination to act them out with Woody and his other toys. At Andy’s birthday
party, he is gifted a new Buzz Lightyear Space Ranger action figure. Why didn’t
anyone ask Andy what kind of toys he wanted to play with?
Andy and his toys are impressed with Buzz Lightyear’s appearance,
confidence, and electronic features. Woody, feeling like he’s being replaced,
becomes jealous of the attention Buzz is receiving. The two of them don’t get
along and a series of miscommunication lead Woody and Buzz to be stranded at
an arcade. They must work together to get home to Andy before his family moves
to a new house.
Woody’s fear of being cycled out and replaced by Buzz Lightyear is not
unwarranted. Adult toy designers are constantly researching consumers and
market trends to find out what children will respond strongly to. At one point,
research showed that 6-year-old boys were interested in toys that portrayed
western narratives, hero-like authority figures, and beating bad guys. So, they
designed Woody and manufactured millions of him to sell to children across the
country. Eventually, the adult designers did more research and realized that young
boys were becoming interested in different things: space travel, aliens, and, still
hero-like authority figures, but with laser beams and wings. So, they created Buzz
Lightyear and eventually Andy’s thoughts shifted from Sherriff to Space Ranger.
Throughout the Toy Story saga, Andy doesn’t choose which toys to play
with. His closest companions during his formative years are gifted to him by adults.
No wonder he is able to cycle through his toy box so quickly: adult designers and
adult parents have chosen for him which toys, characters, and narratives Andy
engages with as his young mind develops.
Like the fictional Andy, real children are rarely involved in the toy design
process. Computer scientist and co-design expert, Allison Druin, has played a
key role in the development of this study and much of my argument comes from
Druin’s work. Druin claims that children usually only participate in the toy design
16
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process as users of an existing product (1999). Sometimes they participate as
testers of a product that has already been designed or informants that are briefly
observed and interviewed (Druin 1999). In all of these situations, the child’s input
remains limited and curated for convenience and the material culture of childhood
remains almost completely controlled by adults (Druin 1999; Druin 2002). But
doesn’t everyone deserve a say in their own development?
This material culture makes up a large portion of the childhood experience.
Architecture and design critic, Alexandra Lange, describes childhood as a “world of
stuff” in her book, The Design of Childhood (2018). From toothbrushes, to
playgrounds, to piles of toys, to classrooms; childhood is uniquely brimming with
materiality (Lange 2018).
But today’s kids are being raised in a hyperconnected, hyperdigital era.
Digital play and education expert, Dr. Jordan Shapiro, calls this “the new childhood”
in his book by the same name (2018). Shapiro suggests that “as childhood is
reconfiguring itself and adapting to new, digital contexts,” the best thing we can do
to prepare today’s children for this reality is to encourage them to foster
connections in all facets of their lives (Shapiro 288). “They need to see themselves
as nodes in a network, resolving and interpreting data, creating meaning and value
by articulating and redistributing information on- and offline” (Shapiro 288). We
need to foster children’s ability to identify seemingly disparate thoughts and
experiences in order to combine them together to create a completely new idea.
Although Shapiro speaks mainly of encouraging children to make
connections in their societal and digital worlds, I would like to also bring our
attention to the importance of making connections in the material world. As we’ve
seen in Toy Story, the designed objects and environments that surround children
are just as crucial to their development as the activities they facilitate (Lange
2018). In addition to digital connections, we need to foster children’s ability to
connect contrasting ideas in the physical world.
If design is gathering information from the world around you, often from
disparate disciplines, and synthesizing it into a new reality, what better way to
cultivate children’s ability to connect than by involving them in the design of their
material culture?
Twenty four years after we first met Woody, Buzz, and Andy, Pixar released
17
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Toy Story 4 in 2019. Andy has grown up and donated his toys, so the original
lineup of toy characters are now owned and adored by five-year-old Bonnie.
Bonnie’s days are spent creating stories and giving life to the many faces in her
toy box, until Bonnie’s parents tell her that she has to start attending daycare. She
is incredibly apprehensive about this new chapter in her life and when she arrives
to her first day, she has trouble fitting in. But then her teacher gives her a few arts
and crafts materials and asks her to make something. This prompts Bonnie to
prototype a friend like the ones she is used to at home, a plastic spork with googly
eyes and pipe cleaner arms named Forky (Cooley 2019).

Introduction

Unlike Andy’s experience of solely participating as the user of a toy,
Bonnie is able to contribute as a design partner in the discussion about what toys
she should play with. The materials and scaffolding provided by Bonnie’s teacher
coupled with Bonnie’s design ideation of Forky are an example of the co-design
process.
Forky would be the first to tell you that he is actually just pieces of trash
glued together, but the relationship Bonnie forms with Forky is the strongest out of
all of her toys, because she helped design him.
Architects and designers across the globe have begun to involve children
in the design of their material culture. These intergenerational teams made up of
children and adults have designed museums, playgrounds, phone apps, and design
guides (Capresi and Pampe 2013; Co-Designing Colour with the Museum of
Childhood; Druin 2002; “Designing for and with Girls”).
The newest Toy Story movie and the current climate of design scholarship
led me to my thesis question: how would toy design change if children were
considered co-designers in the creation of their material culture?

Figure 3. Woody introduces Forky to the rest of Bonnie’s toys.
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Design
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Chapter 1
Participatory Design

Have you ever wished that you played an
instrument as a kid? Or that you started learning a new
language or hobby earlier in life? The freedom to
develop and grow personal interests during childhood
can feel limited because the material culture of
childhood is controlled by adults. Children are rarely
involved in the design of their toys, they are usually just
users of an existing product. But doesn’t everyone
deserve a say in their own development?
As I gain experience designing for and working
in the toy industry, I have developed an appreciation for
its immense capacity for creativity, imagination, and a
“what if” mentality. Expectedly, I have also found many
problems within the toy industry. Children are rarely
involved in the toy design process beyond their role as
user. Sometimes they are briefly interviewed or
observed, but these interactions are limited and curated
for convenience.
Industrial designer, Mathieu Gielen, critiques
traditional models of industrial design where the
“development of user involvement… has followed a
reverse order” (174). He proposes that user involvement
started at the end of the design process, with the plain
use of a product. As designers realized the importance
and benefits of increasing user participation, users
became more involved in the design process: next with
testing, then informing design, then with participating as
22

co-designers (Gielen 2008). These participatory design ideas are becoming
commonly implemented with adult users as designers begin to understand their
benefits. It can be inferred that if we were to increase child user participation, we
would see these same benefits within the toy industry. In order to explore these
ideas, I wanted to partner with a group of children to design a new toy product.

Co-Design
Over the last fifty years, designers have begun to stress the importance of
incorporating the user more and more into the design process, beginning with the
Scandinavian workplace in the 1970’s (Bødker et al. 2000; Holtzblatt and Jones
1993; Schuler and Namioka 1993). To bring the design process to a group of
product users is known as collaborative design, or co-design. Co-design
researchers, Elizabeth Sanders and Pieter Jan Stappers, define co-design as “the
creativity of designers and people not trained in design working together in the
design development process” (Sanders and Stappers 6).
Co-design falls within a larger category of participatory design, which
23
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encompasses many theories and methods that place users as active participants
in the design process (Bødker et al. 2000; DiSalvo et al. 2017; Muller 2008).
Participatory design’s original focus was on adults in the workplace, but it has
become a standard design research approach for many user audiences in multiple
contexts, such as families, smart cities’ designers, older adults, and individuals
with disabilities (Neustaedter and Bernheim Brush 2006; Shilton et al. 2008; Ellis
and Kurniawan 2000; Frauenberger et al. 2011; Hourcade et al. 2011). Co-design
is a relatively young field of research, so new ways of looking at the process and
carrying out its ideals are constantly emerging. The different methodologies and
techniques used to implement the ideas of co-design can vary, however, there is
usually a general arc to the process. Co-design methodologies go through stages
like trust building, ideation, identification of main ideas, merging of ideas, reality
check, feedback, and implementation.
Although increased user participation is becoming a widely accepted idea,
co-design projects fall on a spectrum of user agency and involvement. We have all
seen examples of children being superficially involved in the design process.
Build-A-Bear Workshop allows kids to choose from a selection of predetermined
stuffed animals and clothing items (“The Workshop Experience” 2019). IKEA
hosted a competition where European children could submit their drawings for
plush toys and IKEA chose 10 designs to manufacture and sell in their stores
(“Meet the Toys Created by Kids, for Kids” 2018). Although these examples begin
to involve the user, they lack key co-design stages like trust building, merging of
ideas, and feedback.
A more successful example of co-design was the playground project
presented in the book, Learn Move Play Ground, where Vittoria Capresi and
Barbara Pampe used co-design methods in order to design a school playground
with the students of a school in Cairo, Egypt (Capresi and Pampe 2013). The
students were involved in the entire design process, all the way from ideation to
physically building the playground. In their book, Capresi and Pampe take a
moment to mention some of the benefits of co-designing. Involving children in the
design process provides a sometimes overlooked educational value. Their
participatory process fostered the students’ creativity and imagination, which is
not the usual focus in their school environment, as “creativity and art studies are
24
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currently not part of the standard curriculum for primary schools in Egypt”
(Capresi and Pampe 11). Their involvement also developed a strong sense of
ownership of the space, which in turn fostered social acceptance of the design
(Capresi and Pampe 2013). These outcomes are not seen in designs that omit user
involvement.
Author and designer, Alexandra Lange, suggests that the process of creating
that professional designers enjoy so much is integrated into early childhood
education (2018). However, children’s opportunities to construct and control their
environment become less and less as they get older and enter the traditional
education system (Lange 2018). Lange asks, “how might [children] be enabled to
design the toys they need and experiences they desire for themselves?” (2018).
Co-designing with children to create meaningful, relevant products and
experiences seems like the perfect answer to this question. So why aren’t we
seeing more examples of this in design academia and industry? Why aren’t
designers co-designing?
In an interview conducted halfway through my co-design research process,
Allison Druin elaborates on why many designers choose not to utilize co-design
methods. One reason being that the co-design process is uncomfortable. At the
time of our interview, I had completed three co-design sessions, and I did not feel
like I had answers to my questions or even a clear design direction yet. Druin
proposes, “that’s part of the story to tell… Not having the design idea makes
people nervous. It’s freaky, but it’s okay, because it’s part of getting there. It’s part
of the process and that’s what makes it so powerful” (Begnaud and Druin 2019).
Patience is needed to work through the co-design process, trust is needed to take
the time to develop design ideas with other people, and this patience and trust
often make designers uncomfortable.
Druin also suggests that co-design feels messy when designers give up
some of their control over the process. “It’s easy to observe people because you’re
in control. You remain in control. It gets messier when you actually bring them in…
the design process and you actually want to hear from them” (Begnaud and Druin
2019). Although co-design might take away some of a designer’s control, a
commonly misunderstood aspect of co-design is that it does not take away a
designer’s creativity.
25
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Druin explains that co-design methods do not reduce a designer’s ability
and space for creativity, rather, they offer more information and opportunity to the
design process. “It’s not about the users telling you what to do, it’s about the users
being a part of the design process, the elaboration process” (Begnaud and Druin
2019). Co-design sessions generate ideas through a group of people elaborating
on each other’s thoughts and experiences. Afterwards, the designer still has the
opportunity to elaborate further on those ideas. Co-design sessions offer a large
collection of information and ideas to help spark a designer’s own ideas. (Begnaud
and Druin 2019).

“What’s sad is, still today, people think the
innovation process is like magic fairy dust.
Unfortunately, we teach people that all the
good ideas are supposed to come out of their
head. If you walked into one of your classes
and asked everyone where they got their
ideas from, how many of them would say, ‘I
work with people, I ask them questions?’
They’re going to go work for a big company
and find out that all the answers don’t come
to them in the shower... Co-design causes
surprises and there are just fewer surprises
when it’s just you trying to come up with
those designs” (Begnaud and Druin 2019).
Druin admits that it is hard to prove how important and usable co-design is,
until someone tries utilizing the methods for themselves. It is difficult to compare
design processes and outcomes of groups that use co-design and groups that do
not, because the design process and the individuals who facilitate it are so unique
and nuanced in each case. “Could you have come up with those ideas without kids
and other people? Maybe. But no one really knows. It’s hard to prove that
26
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co-design has actually done something until you’ve… just done it a bunch of times
and go, ‘Whoa. Not in a world of possibilities would I have come up with that idea’”
(Begnaud and Druin 2019).
People who have participated in the co-design process understand the
benefits of bringing different voices and perspectives together. Talking about one
of her recent co-design workshops, Druin noted, “the ideas were okay that we
came up with, but it was the energy from the participants who were saying, ‘this is
so exciting to be a part of,’ that was as important as the design ideas… We’ve done
co-design in every place around the country, with the White House, National Parks,
TV shows, and they’ve all realized that this was the best way to get at things.” The
irony of co-design is that many designers do not use it because they do not fully
trust the benefits and importance of co-design, but they will not trust these
benefits and importance until they try it.

Cooperative Inquiry
The list of successful co-design processes includes the projects carried out
by Allison Druin as she developed the cooperative inquiry method beginning in
1999. This form of co-design brings a deepened focus to the child user.
Cooperative inquiry is a participatory design approach whose user participants
are children, not adults (Druin 1999; Druin 2002; Guha et al. 2013).
Grounded in human-computer interaction research, the major idea behind
the cooperative inquiry method is “to research ‘with’ rather than ‘on’ children”
(Druin 1999). Cooperative inquiry makes children partners in the design process
through a long-term design relationship, specialized design techniques, and a
breaking down of the power dynamics between adults and children. (Druin 1999;
Guha 2013).
Although the focus of cooperative inquiry is the child design partners, adults
also play active roles in cooperative inquiry by helping youth designers articulate
and synthesize their ideas (Guha et al. 2004; Yip et al. 2013; Yip et al. 2017).
Cooperative inquiry has revised and extended adult-oriented participatory design
techniques to reduce traditional adult-child power dynamics and enable
intergenerational teams of children and adults to co-design in ways that maximize
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shared elaboration yet minimize differences in age and ability (Bonsignore et al.
2013; Druin 1999). Cooperative inquiry typically involves children between the ages
of seven and twelve. This age group is old enough to verbalize what they are
designing and why, but young enough that peer pressure does not inhibit their
individuality and creativity. However, cooperative inquiry techniques have been
adapted to include youth as young as four and five years old and through
adolescence, around seventeen years (Bonsignore et al. 2016; Guha et al. 2004;
Read et al. 2013).
Some design researchers argue that cooperative inquiry is not a novel
methodology because working with children at specific moments in the design
process through informant design has already sufficiently incorporated them into
the design of their products. However, human development specialist Mona Leigh
Guha, suggests that in informant design, children are only brought into the process
when “their input is considered to be most valuable” and that the key difference
between informant design and the design partnership of cooperative inquiry is
the continued, long term, child involvement. “Informants are called when their
thoughts and advice are needed. Design partners are equal stakeholders
throughout the design process. The relationship to adult designers for a child
informant is one of having dialogue, whereas the relationship to adult designers
for a child design partner is one of elaboration” (Guha 2013).
This idea of elaboration is central to the cooperative inquiry method. To
achieve any kind of elaboration between children and adults, one must
acknowledge and actively try to break down the power dynamics that exist
between adults and children (Guha 2013). This is done during the cooperative
inquiry sessions through trust building activities, wearing casual clothing,
everyone sitting together on the floor, sharing a snack at the beginning of each
session, and forming a long-term design relationship. Without acknowledging
these power structures and handing over some of the design control to the
children, true elaboration, and therefore true co-design, cannot occur (Druin
2002).
Druin proposes that we all possess individual expertise from our roles in
society (1999). For example, product users are experts in their everyday use of
those specific objects. Shouldn’t we acknowledge this expertise by involving them
28
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in the design of their products? Wouldn’t such an acknowledgement lead to better
products? Many designers would answer yes to these questions when the users
are adults. But for various reasons, children are not considered experts in their
roles in the same way as adults.
The cooperative inquiry method acknowledges children’s expertise as users
of products and their role as children in society. Although you and I were once
children and might try to remember what this lifestyle was like, we cannot fully
understand what it is like to be a child in today’s world.
The ideas of cooperative inquiry boil down to this: if you want to truly know
what children want and need, you have to include children in that conversation.
The research and design process should be a collaborative, elaborative effort
between adult experts and child experts. To move any further in my research, I
knew I needed to do just this. Luckily, I was introduced to a child and adult design
group that regularly practices cooperative inquiry.

Priscilla (11)

Brian (7)

Joseph (10)

Georgia (10)

Delilah (11)

Kadir (13)

Brayden (8)

Adrian (11)
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KidsTeam
Along with her cooperative inquiry approach, Druin established KidsTeam at
the University of Maryland’s Human-Computer Interaction Lab in 1998. KidsTeam
is an intergenerational design team made of children (ages seven to thirteen) and
adults that meets twice a week to practice cooperative inquiry and design new
technology for children. The group emphasizes that “children can and should be
partners throughout a team research experience. Just as computer scientists or
educators may be limited in their range of experience, so too are children. But
each has their own expertise to contribute depending on what the team needs are
during the research and development process” (Druin 1999).
Allison Druin is currently the Associate Provost for Research and Strategic
Partnerships at Pratt Institute. After speaking with her about my ideas, she
connected me with the current director of KidsTeam, Elizabeth Bonsignore. Soon
after, I visited a KidsTeam session and saw the potential of cooperative inquiry to
facilitate toy design. Bonsignore and I discussed my project goals and KidsTeam
agreed to partner with me. Through the course of seven cooperative inquiry
sessions, KidsTeam and I explored collaborative toy design. My partnership with
KidsTeam has been vital to the success of this project and I cannot thank them
enough for their participation, guidance, and enthusiasm.

Figures 4-7. The child and adult design partners at KidsTeam work together through various research,
brainstorm, and design activities to develop new technologies for children.
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Chapter 2
Boredom & The Imagination
Framework
As my choice of methodology stems from issues
within the toy industry, the topic of research for
carrying out the methodology does also. Toy aisles are
full of products that are focused on one goal: grabbing
children’s attention in a hypersaturated market of
choices. The competition for achieving this goal is tough,
therefor many toy lines take the “more is more”
approach. Toys are overloaded with features,
electronics, sounds, accessories, and more. This
overstimulation in children’s products can be seen
across the board; in toys, apps, games, and tv shows.
With my thesis project, I wanted to inverse this trend.
What if toys had less? What if toys were not
overstimulating, they were understimulating? What if
toys were even boring? This idea led me to begin
researching boredom during childhood and how the
process of overcoming boredom as a child is
important developmentally. There are benefits to
children experiencing boredom and to helping
themselves out of boredom; and I wanted to know if the
current toy market was influencing children’s ability to
have these experiences.
During my time with KidsTeam, we explored this
topic of boredom. Over the course of seven months, we
used the cooperative inquiry method to investigate the
role that boredom plays in children’s lives and
techniques to enhance their efforts to overcome
34

boredom.Psychologist and boredom specialist, Dr. Sandi Mann, suggests that
boredom is important in the development of young minds: it enhances
self-expression, reflection, problem-solving skills, creativity, and imagination
(2017). However, kids today are overstimulated and unable to cope with periods
of boredom (Mann 2017).
With the contemporary shift in how children may experience boredom and
the apparent difficulties that youth have managing episodes of boredom, we tried
to better understand how children conceptualize boredom and to find ways to help
them transform negative connotations of boredom into positive, productive
opportunities for creativity.

Boredom
Anyone who has spent time with children has likely heard a child say, “I’m
bored” or “that’s boring!” Whether on a long car ride or when asked to do an
unfavorable activity, children are quick to use boredom as their current emotion.
Despite a growing body of work in psychology, relatively few studies have
examined children’s conceptions of boredom (Damrad-Frye and Laird 1989;
Goldberg et al. 2011; Lench et al. 2011; Robinson 1975; Sundberg et al. 1991; van
Tilburg and Igou 2012; Vodanovich 2003; Vodanovich and Kass 1990). Several
studies have investigated boredom’s influence on human functioning and
performance, surveyed the causes of boredom as perceived by adolescents, and
explored its effects in different settings such as school (Lench et al. 2011; van
Tilburg and Igou 2012; Daschmann et al. 2014; Robinson 1975). Yet, little is known
about how primary school-aged children (seven to thirteen years) view boredom
or manage their feelings of boredom.
Although some have defined boredom as “the aversive experience of
wanting, but being unable, to engage in satisfying activity,” it remains a topic whose
defining characteristics are still being contested and formalized (Eastwood et al.
2012). Recent research suggests that boredom is a discrete emotion that provokes
the individual to search for activities with more perceived personal meaning
(Barbalet 1999; Mann 2017; Robinson 1975; van Tilburg and Igou 2011; van Tilburg
and Igou 2012). This research proposes that a bored individual feels that their
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current circumstances lack meaning, caused by understimulation or feelings of
disempowerment (Larson and Richards 1991; Lench et al. 2011). Consequently,
they “seek alternative goals and experiences” to reduce these negative feelings
(Lench et al. 2011). When viewed as an opportunity for meaning-making over
detachment, boredom can “introduce opportunities for cognitive and social
growth” (Lench et al. 2011).

For adults and children alike, overcoming boredom can be daunting. Mass
media outlets warn that today’s children are losing the ability to generate their own
antidotes to boredom as they become more dependent on external sources for
entertainment (Mann 2017; Colier 2018; Bronson and Merryman 2010).
Importantly, current research confirms that children who are continually bored in
school are at higher risk of negative effects such as reduced metacognitive
development, lower grades, absenteeism, even dropping out (Daschmann et al.
2014). Similarly, boredom during leisure time is linked to high risk behaviors such
36
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as drug abuse, reduction of self-regulating behaviors (i.e., controlling anger and
hostility), and overall reduction in well-being (Spruyt et al. 2018). Overall,
overcoming boredom is important for developing young minds: it can enhance
self-expression, problem solving skills, creativity, and imagination (Mann 2017).
While the parents and grandparents of today’s youth overcame boredom
through pretend play, inventive play, or exploration, today’s youth often struggle
to do the same (Mann 2016; Mann 2017). Some scholars argue that the constant
stimulation children receive from electronics, toys, and scheduled activities leave
them unable to cope with periods of boredom (Mann 2017). Children report being
bored during schoolwork, leisure activities, and socializing and struggle to move
past boredom (Daschmann et al. 2014; Larson and Richards 1991). While surveys
of parents reveal that proposed solutions to children’s boredom are increasingly
digital, such as mobile devices, apps, and videogames (Ishizuka 2019; Radesky et
al. 2016).
According to cognitive development research, children cannot separate
their emotions from the contexts from which they come (Harris, et al. 1981;
Wolman et al. 1971). Similarly, education researchers have asserted that boredom
is not a psychological condition, but a socially constructed form of communication.
For example, if a child frequently hears school referred to as boring, they might
come to equate school with the term “boring.” In short, school and boring may
become inseparable and synonymous (Larson and Richards 1991). If emotions like
boredom are socially constructed, then they may also be tied to underlying social
orders and relationship or power dynamics (Fuks 1988). Viewing boredom through
a socially constructed lens, a child who claims school is “boring” may also feel
disempowered by school authority figures (Hochschild 1979). Our co-design
sessions also aimed to explore these social aspects of boredom in children’s
everyday lives.

Creativity and Active vs. Passive Imagination
When considering boredom as Lench et al. describes it - an opportunity to
change the current situation and seek alternative experiences, the process of
overcoming boredom may enhance one’s creativity and imagination (Lench et al.
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2011; Mann 2016). Imagination can be thought of as the human brain’s ability to
synthesize disparate elements from its surroundings in order to produce creative
acts (Vygotsky 2004). Our study integrates findings from psychology which posit
that boredom motivates a quest for meaning with Vygotsky’s view of the
imagination, in order to explore the potential of boredom to spark imaginative
opportunities for children to act creatively (Mann 2016; Vygotsky 2004).
Vygotsky’s view of imagination is internal and psychological, but also
contends that imaginative acts are based on reorganizations of an individual’s
current and prior life experiences (2004). As a process, then, human imagination
draws on external elements to disassociate, recombine, and add to them. Thus,
an individual’s environment can play an important role in their ability to create. For
example, when considering how museum exhibits can prompt visitors to imagine
the artifacts and cultural heritage they are viewing, Voase tied the concept of
imagination to passive versus active consumption (2002). Voase argued that
highly structured exhibits which lead visitors in lockstep fashion are close cousins
to today’s digital entertainment milieu: they target a “passive imagination” that
expects external stimuli (2002). In contrast, exhibits and experiences that strike a
balance between structure and freedom help visitors transition from passive
imagination to more active, potentially creative imagination (Yip et al. 2014).
Similarly, Jung defined active imagination as the act of finding creativity
from within, through meditation and mindfulness activities (1997). From a child’s
perspective, active imagination may be viewed as the act of inventing a new game
or story, while passive imagination still involves a creative act, but requires
scaffolding materials, such as using toy blocks to build a castle. Our co-design
sessions explored the two constructs of passive and active imagination to
consider what role external prompts may play in helping children negotiate
feelings of boredom and increase creative thinking. Specifically, we examined how
environmental factors such as physical materials can scaffold movement between
passive and active imagination.

Boredom & The Imagination Framework

escape, it allows me to problem solve, it challenges me creatively and
professionally, and it is what allows me to remain an optimist. The human capacity
for creativity and imagination is immense, and I want to empower children with
this knowledge and capability. What I have always loved about designing toys is the
creativity and imagination of the children that play with them. I have held several
jobs working with children of various ages and always feel energized by this
interaction. With a previous degree in anthropology, where ethnography and field
research are of great importance, I would like to bring this idea of child interaction
and participation closer to the toy design process and closer to the central
purpose of my career as a toy designer.

Personal Intent
Personally, my imagination is one of my greatest assets. It allows me to
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their imaginations to overcome boredom?

Method

To remove adult biases and attempt to truly
understand how boredom plays a role in school-aged
children’s lives, it was critical to involve them in the
research and design process as much as possible.
Within participatory design, the cooperative inquiry
method emphasizes adults and children working
together as design partners to develop solutions.
The children (seven to thirteen years old) and
adult design partners of KidsTeam and I held five
cooperative inquiry sessions, working through the
traditional industrial design process. We explored the
role that boredom plays in their lives and how
techniques for sparking imagination can enhance their
efforts to manage feelings of boredom. We explored
children’s design ideas for overcoming boredom to gain
insight into how they might channel their imaginations
while interacting with various physical forms and
objects.
Our sessions went through traditional
industrial design phases like research, ideation,
prototyping, and testing. Our work was guided by three
research questions that formed the three phases of our
co-design sessions: (1) How do children
conceptualize and define boredom? (2) What strategies
do children currently use to manage feelings of
boredom? (3) What design prompts or physical
designs can promote children’s efforts to harness
42

We held five cooperative inquiry sessions from October tp December 2019
to explore children’s views of boredom and possible design approaches for
helping them overcome their boredom. Each ninety-minute co-design session
followed a format typical for cooperative inquiry and included seven to eight
children and four to six adults, with most children present at all five sessions (Fails
et al. 2012; Guha et al. 2013). All child design partners are from the metropolitan
area local to the University of Maryland and come from a mixture of
socioeconomic statuses and schooling (public, private, charter, and home). Other
than myself, the adult design partners are professors and graduate students at the
University of Maryland.
To emphasize partnership rather than unequal power relations between
children and adults, our cooperative inquiry sessions began with a snack and
casual conversation; adult participants wore informal clothing; and all team
members were on a first-name basis, rather than requiring that children address
adults by titles or last names (e.g., “Deirdre,” not “Ms. Beignet”). After snack, adult
and child design partners responded to an open-ended Question of the Day (QOD),
related to that session’s topic (e.g., What is the most boring part of your day?
Why?). An adult partner introduced the design activity, connecting it to the QOD
discussion. Participants broke into smaller groups of two to three children with one
to two adults to engage in the design activity. Afterward, each group presented its
work to the whole team while an adult partner recorded the ideas on a whiteboard.
The adult recorder clustered and summarized the ideas into themes, while child
and adult partners asked questions and gave feedback. After the session ended,
adult design partners discussed their insights as part of field notes and to build
future sessions.
Data collected throughout our co-design process included session field
notes, photographs, audio and video recordings, artifacts, design journal entries
produced by child participants, and design documents developed by our research
team. We curated all documents related to design sessions in a shared repository
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Child

(pseudonym)

Age

(years)

Gender

Session Attendance
(by session number)

1

Adrian

11

M

Brayden

8

M

Brian

7

M

Delilah

11

F

Georgia

10

F

Joseph

10

M

Kadir

13

M

Priscilla

11

F

Adults

-

-

2

3

4

5

Design Activities and Findings
Our five design sessions blended probing questions and prompts (Sessions
1, 4, 5) with free-form opportunities to generate, explore, and develop design ideas
(Sessions 2, 3, 5). All KidsTeam child designers have sketchbooks that serve as
design journals throughout their participation in the program. To support reflection
and to examine their evolving ideas, we also posed design journal prompts for the
children to respond to after and in between sessions. The findings from these

Session
& Topic

5

6

5

5

4

Figure 8. Participants who attended co-design sessions.

to facilitate post-session reflection and analysis.
To analyze the myriad data we had collected, the adult co-designers
reviewed design artifacts, session data, and field notes, focusing on a qualitative
process of “categorical aggregation to establish themes and patterns” (Creswell
2007). I built initial themes from our post-session debrief documents and field
notes, which included observations related to children’s perceptions regarding the
passage of time, the amount of agency they had to choose activities, and
strategies the children used to transition out of feeling bored. These themes were
discussed amongst the adult design partners, who keyed on session moments or
quotes that highlighted and corroborated our evolving insights. Finally, we
reviewed the themes we were progressively refining by comparing themes across
sessions and across our child design partners (Boeije 2002; Creswell 2007). Our
final themes emerged from this iterative process of focused coding and comparing
across multiple levels of data (Boeije 2002; Holton 2007).
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Question of
the Day

Design Activity
Prompt

Design Journal
Prompt

1
Defining
Boredom

What was the most
boring part of your day?
Why?

Rate specific places, objects
and activities on a physical
Likert scale for boredom.

Reflect on elements of daily
life that are fun or boring.

2
Dealing with
Boredom

Think of a time when
you were bored and it
made you do something
fun or new.

3-D Elaboration:
Bags-of-Stuff materials with
cardboard dodecahedrons of
varied sizes to design
antidotes to boredom.

Reflect on the technique of
3-D elaboration and answer
questions.

3
Exploring
Imagination

Imagine we are bored.
We can use objects
around us to end boredom, we can use our
imagination, or both.
Which is easiest? Which
is hardest? Why?

3-D Elaboration (variation):
Bags-of-stuff materials
combined with different
dodecahedrons (DIY, Felt,
Trapdoor).

Reflect and draw how the
different types of
dodecahedrons could be
used at home and at
school.

4
Revisiting
Definitions

Reflect on your work
from previous sessions
and define boredom

Draw activities from daily life
& rate them on a physical
Likert scale for boredom.

What’s the opposite of
boredom? Make boring
activities not boring.

5
Designing
for Boredom

What are the good parts
of being bored?

Bags-of-Stuff: Design
boredom and anti-boredom
machines.

How are boredom &
anti-boredom machines
similar/different?

Figure 9. Design session details.
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sessions allowed us to develop insights for designing toys to help children lift
themselves out of boredom in creative ways. We also hope that the modified
techniques we implemented contribute to the growing repertoire of cooperative
inquiry techniques used in co-design sessions around the world.

Session 1. Defining Boredom
The first session’s goal was to explore what children found boring in their
daily lives and why. In response to the session’s QOD, (What was the most boring
part of your day? Why?), most children responded “school,” or specified schoolrelated activities, such as social studies and a math test. Next, the team engaged
in a tangible rating activity. Each child and adult were given three magnetic cards:
one place, one object, and one activity. Everyone rated their cards on a scale from
most boring to not boring by placing them along a line drawn on a whiteboard. The
team engaged in a short discussion about the ratings. Everyone was then given
three color-coded stickers to add to cards that were not their own (red = most
boring, blue = most NOT boring, yellow = neutral), and the team engaged in further
discussion about the differences and similarities in their combined ratings.
Echoing the QOD responses, there was high agreement on the “classroom” as a
most boring place. Some nuances arose with cards like “eating breakfast” and “the
cafeteria.” Discussion indicated that although both items involve eating, breakfast
reflected personal tastes: “I love food!” While the cafeteria was in school, it allowed
more socializing; consequently, it seemed more neutral.

Figure 10. Magnetic Cards placed along a boring to not boring scale on whiteboard.

Session 1. Findings
Throughout the session, the children noted that “school” was the most
boring aspect of their lives. The classroom card had the highest number of most
boring red stickers (four). Throughout the session, all child co-designers were
quick to voice that school was boring. When asked why, they first shared that they
disliked having adults tell them what to do and for how long. During analysis, three
main themes emerged.
46

Figure 11. Journal entries about time.

Figure 12. Magnetic cards used in the rating activity.
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Time Dimension. Many children expressed the idea that anything can be
boring if you do it for too long, even something that you enjoy. During our QOD
discussion, Adrian (eleven years old) shared that his math test was the most
boring part of his day, despite the fact that math is one of his favorite subjects. He
explained that he would enjoy doing math for fourty minutes before it gets boring,
recalling a recent math test that was two hours long, stressing, “it’s just too much.”
Likewise, Priscilla (eleven) agreed, adding that she had two periods each of math
and reading at school that day. Although she confirmed that she usually enjoys
reading, that day “it was too much. It was a lot of the same.” When asked what the
perfect amount of reading might be, she responded “thirty minutes.” The theme of
school time and fun time also influenced children’s journal reflections. For
example, Adrian said that he liked to read his favorite book, Diary of a Wimpy Kid
for “thirty to fourty minutes” because it “is how long we read in school.” In contrast,
one of his favorite fun things to do is use his smartphone for up to “five hours”
before “it will get boring”. This notion that there is a cycle between feeling bored
and not bored cropped up several times. In his journal reflection, Joseph (ten)
wrote that video games were fun and exciting but that even video games get boring
eventually. When gameplay gets boring, he watches YouTube videos about games
before, “YouTube becomes boring too” and he switches back to playing video
games.

Co-Design Sessions

videos of “admin hacking,” where players demonstrate how to break rules and
develop new ones.

Variation of Design Technique. The team had used a tangible, Likert-like
ordinal scale when they rated the activities, places, and objects on their cards and
placed them along a spectrum of not boring to boring (Jamieson 2004; McLeod
2019). This approach is a tangible modification of cooperative inquiry’s Line
Judging activity that may be added to our repertoire of co-design techniques
(Walsh et al. 2013). Instead of placing themselves on a line of tape to rate each
item as in Line Judging, child design partners received and placed several different
cards independently, then rated those they had not placed with colored dot
stickers. This variation blends Line Judging with elements of the Sticky Noting
evaluation technique, where design partners categorize their likes, dislikes, and
design idea responses to technology prototypes (Fails et al. 2012). Because
objects are initially rated and placed individually before discussion, this technique
may reduce any peer influence involved with watching design partners taking
stands on a line.

Session 2. Dealing with Boredom
Control and Agency. Most of the children explained that school is boring
because they lacked control over what they could do for most of the school day, for
example: “you have to be quiet” and “you can’t talk, you have to listen to
teachers.” However, children also shared nuanced views of school activities. During
the card-rating activity, Priscilla placed a card with a pencil graphic in the neutral
section of the boredom scale. She explained that pencils can be either boring or
not, depending on their use. When she uses the pencil in art class, “it’s like fun
because I know what I’m drawing…I want to do it myself.” When completing
classwork, however, she felt pencils become boring: “I don’t want somebody to tell
me to do it…because it’s gonna make me not want to do it.” Similarly, during our
post-activity discussion, most children offered that they also enjoyed watching
48

In Session 2, we explored how children deal with boredom in positive and
productive ways. Given persistent perceptions of parents and some mass media
messaging that digital solutions may cure children’s boredom, we aimed to focus
on physical solutions over digital options (Mann 2016; Mann 2017; Colier 2018;
Radesky et al. 2016). Our QOD asked: Think of a time when you were bored, and
it made you do something fun or new. Several children offered digital solutions:
“Hulu,” “watch TV,” “playing on the computer,” and “phone,” while others had
physical solutions, such as “playing hide and seek” and “eat.”
To explore whether a physical object could help children overcome
boredom, and in the spirit of recent work on the playful “tinkerability” of physical
microworlds by Tamashiro et al., we included a cardboard dodecahedron form for
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Figures 13 & 14. Children present their designs with Form 1 (left) and Form 2 (right).
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children to use with low-tech prototyping Bags-of-Stuff materials (Tamashiro et al.
2019; Fails et al. 2012). Similar to Tamashiro et al., we were interested in probing
how different materials and scales of physical objects might influence children’s
efforts to respond creatively and generatively to their feelings of boredom (2019).
Specifically, we wondered: (1) Does size/scale matter? and (2) what types of
materials might promote playful activity over disengagement? We tackled these
questions with two design strategies.
First, I created a cardboard dodecahedron form in three distinct sizes.
Scaling for children: Form 1 could be handheld, Form 2 could be held by wrapping
one’s arms around it, and Form 3 was the size of a large beanbag chair. We called
the cardboard dodecahedron shape our primitive form, because we sought to
examine the shapes, sizes, and formats of prototyping materials that are
generative and promote expansive ideation (Tamashiro et al. 2019).
Next, we modified and blended two cooperative inquiry techniques for this
session: Bags-of-Stuff and Layered Elaboration (Fails et al. 2012). For each
cardboard primitive, we included low-tech prototyping materials, as with Bags-ofStuff. We used VELCRO as a substitute for the plastic transparency layers
characteristic of traditional Layered Elaboration (Walsh et al. 2010). We attached
VELCRO squares to all sides of the primitives so that all co-designers could
easily attach other objects using corresponding VELCRO squares. Working in three
groups, we created low level prototypes following the design prompt: Design
something to help you come up with something fun when you’re bored. In
ten-minute rotations, each group took turns working with each shape to design
ways to combat boredom, then presented their prototypes to the whole team
before rotating to a different sized primitive. Children then reflected on the
three-dimensional hybrid technique in their journals.

Session 2. Findings
We hoped that designing and elaborating with the three different sized
forms would allow the children to ideate in three different scales, possibly resulting
in a wide range of anti-boredom design solutions. However, this was not the case.
Figure 15. Brayden and Joseph work separately on the large Form 3.
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Rather than changing with size, groups tended to re-use and build on the same
design ideas across primitive sizes. Still, differences in scale had other unforeseen
effects related to design interaction among co-designers.

Design Stories Across Form Factors. Once a design group developed a theme
in their first design (e.g., a robot, a treasure box, sports mini games), they usually
carried that design story to the next form and designed a similar prototype on a
different scale. For example, Brayden (eight) and Joseph (ten) first created a
prototype with Form 3. They designed a large mini game system of sports. When
they rotated to medium-sized Form 2, they created smaller versions of their mini
games. Similarly, Kadir (thirteen) and Adrian (eleven) first designed a robot named
Trevor with Form 2. In their second iteration, Kadir and Adrian transitioned to the
smallest Form 1 and opted to create two new robots, “Mini Trevor” and “Mini
Trevor’s Dog,” thus extending and fleshing out the design story that they had
started on Form 1.

Different Scales Afford Different Collaboration Patterns. The size of the
primitive form also influenced the type of collaborative interaction the group
followed. Form 3 was so large that each child designer could choose to work on
one side to create personal designs, enabling parallel play more than collaboration.
For example, the two separate sides and designs of Brayden and Joseph’s large
mini game system became one prototype when the adult co-designers highlighted
commonalities between the two designs. Conversely, Form 1 was so small that it
was difficult for children to work together on the form. As a result, children began
to make their own, separate forms using excess materials. The medium Form 2
seemed to be the most conducive to collaborative designing and sharing ideas.

Variation of Design Technique. As in Session 1, we blended two existing
cooperative inquiry techniques to maximize our efforts to explore how
specific aspects of physical materials—our primitives—influenced children’s
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creative designs and interactive play. First, the primitive cardboard forms, in
various scales, augmented the Bags-of-Stuff. This practice is a typical, fairly
standard technique adaptation, depending on a cooperative inquiry team’s design
goals (Walsh et al. 2013). However, we also wanted a means for enabling layered
designs and design elaboration afforded by the cooperative inquiry technique,
Layered Elaboration (Walsh et al. 2010). How could this be done with a
three-dimensional design canvas, rather than the usual two-dimensional paper
and transparencies? We added VELCRO squares symmetrically across all
cardboard primitives, regardless of size, to extend the same layering affordance
that plastic transparencies provide in traditional Layered Elaboration. Child and
adult design partners could attach multiple layers of prototyping materials to
multiple sides of each primitive, regardless of how many children or how many
turn-taking rounds the session held. Historically, three is an optimal number of
rounds (Walsh et al. 2010). We dubbed this blended technique “3-D Layered
Elaboration”.

Session 3. Exploring Imagination
To explore children’s strategies for combatting boredom more deeply, the
team revisited the dodecahedron-shaped primitives from Session 2. Our goal was
to adjust specific design features of the primitives to explore how different
materials afforded various interaction modes. We also wanted to build upon
children’s ideas from Session 2. Size remained constant, but specific elements
were included in each object (e.g., a trapdoor), derived from ideas generated by
the children during co-design Session 2. We crafted three variations of the
medium-sized dodecahedron from Session 2:
Felt - introduced new adhesive materials, with felt replacing the VELCRO over the
entire surface of the form.
Trapdoor - included a hinged surface so that children could open it, design with
Velcro on the inside, and close it, if desired.
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DIY - could be completely disassembled and reassembled in different
configurations.
To start, our QOD foreshadowed our interest in unpacking if and how
children viewed imagination as a tool for managing boredom, and if and how
physical objects or stimuli might also help them manage boredom. Our
discussion included the prompt: Imagine we are bored. We have a choice about
how to end the boredom. We can use objects around us to end our boredom (like a
video game). Or, we can use our own imagination (like when you make up a game
or story). Or, we can use a combination of both (like building with Legos). Which of
these is the easiest? Which is the hardest? Why? Several children noted that
playing a game was easy, while creating a game/videogame was hard. Brian
(seven) contrasted making a game with a toy— “easy!” —with making a
videogame: “hard… It gets complicated.”
As in Session 2, each primitive form was stationed at a different location in
the design space. The team again divided into groups of two to three children and
one to two adults and each group co-designed for ten to twelve minutes with each
primitive form, until each group had taken a turn on all the forms in roundrobin fashion. Like Session 2, the new 3-D Layered Elaboration technique enabled
each group to initiate design on one form, then elaborate on prior group’s designs
during their second and third rotations (Fails et al. 2012; Walsh et al. 2010; Walsh et
al. 2013). Because we also wanted to explore how generative the various
materials and features of the new medium forms were (felt, trapdoor, ability to
assemble/disassemble), we asked the children to share their likes, dislikes, and
design ideas with adult team members as they designed.
In their journals, children reflected on how the new forms might be used at
home or at school. All were excited to use them in both places, raising a range of
ideas: trapping mice in the trapdoor; watching NBA games inside as a VR helmet;
even using them for vocabulary assignments. Kadir (thirteen) wished the forms
were cube-shaped, in order to build a castle. Likewise, Adrian (eleven) wanted to
“add extra Amazon boxes to it that we get in the mail.”

Figure 16. One group created a character with the felt form.

Figure 17. Adrian poked holes in the trapdoor
form to create a helmet.

Figure 18. A group designs using the DIY form.
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Session 3. Findings
Objects can spark and scaffold imagination. Similar to findings from
Karlesky and Isbister regarding the use of incidental interaction with tangibles to
support focused, mindful activity, we found that children liked having a physical
object to spark a transition out of boredom (2013). Our child design partners said
it was often hard to force themselves to imagine things and that it is easier to start
imagining when they were already daydreaming or had some type of object to help
them start imagining. Priscilla (eleven) differentiated between actively using her
imagination and passively slipping into daydreaming, noting that daydreaming is
easier. During the QOD, Priscilla noted the hardest way to end boredom was to use
her imagination, “it’s hard to force myself to imagine” because the “real world is
distracting.” Several children made similar comments, reaffirming the potential of
tangibles and physical materials to bridge transitions from passive mind
wondering to active imagining (Karlesky and Isbister 2013; Tamashiro et al. 2019).
Figure 19. Magnetic cards that children created during Session 4.

Control. In contrast to the lack of control that children felt pervaded their
lives in school, they emphasized the power and control they felt when designing
with the malleable primitives. Specifically, children liked the felt form because “I
am making stuff with my own hand” and “I like that I can mess it up.” In
addition, the DIY form gave them the choice to leave the structure as-is, build on it,
or change it completely: “flexibility to do it yourself,” “leaving as-is and building on,”
“I can take it apart.”

Session 4. Revisiting Definitions
Session 4’s goal was to revisit the boring to not boring rating activity of
Session 1, with blank cards rather than pre-determined places, objects, and
activities. To start, the QOD asked design partners to reflect on their work from
previous sessions and define boredom. Next, everyone created their own places,
objects, and activities and rated them along a not boring to boring continuum. All
child design partners created cards, some in collaboration with adults. We asked
everyone to be as specific as possible, focusing on actions over objects or places.
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Figure 20 & 21. In their journal reflections, children defined “the opposite of boredom” (left) and
came up with ways to make their most boring cards not boring (right).
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Team members created three cards each for the boring, not boring, and neutral
sections of the scale. As in Session 1, children and adults rated cards that were
not their own using color-coded stickers. The team then discussed differences
and similarities in their combined ratings. This session’s journal reflection invited
children to define “the opposite of boredom” and draw creative ways to convert the
activities they rated most boring and not boring.
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converted their most boring activities to not boring by taking control. When Kadir
(thirteen) thought shopping at Target was boring, he closed the store. Brayden
(eight) said that writing assignments were boring, so he asked an adult to write in
his journal that he chose not to write the assignment.

Session 5. Designing for Boredom
Session 4. Findings
Increased Volume and Variation of Ideas. Allowing for free-form ideas with
blank cards led to twenty six more responses in Session 4 than in Session 1.
Almost everyone agreed that “talking” and “KidsTeam” were not boring. One child
added a new card, “Pre-zone out,” on the boring side of the scale and three other
children agreed using their red color-coded stickers. Children defined pre-zone out
as the moment before you are able to zone out and daydream. Children said they
enjoyed “zoning out” but found it difficult to transition from a conscious,
concentrated state to daydreaming. This idea aligned with earlier sessions when
children mentioned that the real world can be distracting if trying to use your
imagination and they sometimes needed help to transition from reality to an
imaginary state.

Control. Lack of control continued to be a recurring aspect of boring
situations. Children mentioned some variation of lack of control for their boring
cards. Responses included “Being at the movies, watching a movie you don’t like,
and you have to sit there for an hour. Boring!” and “[The] mall, when I go with my
mom and sister and they buy 5 things and I don’t get to buy anything and just
watch.” In addition, children highlighted tasks they felt forced to do by adults,
whether at home or at school, such as math homework, folding clothes, and karate
practice. Brayden (eight) said, “I don’t like math for homework. I like my home time
for what I want to do.” Adrian (eleven) added even eating is boring because
someone forces you to do it. Similarly, in their design journals, many children
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Similar to Session 4, the goal for session 5 was to revisit the children’s
conceptions of boredom in more open-ended, unprompted ways. Specifically, we
wanted to see the designs children would create absent specific materials like the
cardboard primitives from Sessions 2 and 3. Each group designed boredom and
anti-boredom machines using Bags-of-Stuff (Fails et al. 2012). We did add a
kitchen timer to each bag, to explore responses to the time dimension of boredom
that had already emerged organically from the children during previous sessions.
This session’s journal reflection asked children to expand on their individual
design ideas and reflect on any similarities between the anti-boredom and
boredom machines they had created.

Session 5. Findings
Session 5’s free-form approach resulted in several new findings about
children’s views and interaction desires.

Duality of Transitions from Boring to Not Boring. Although the design activity
asked groups to create two separate machines, more than half of the designs took
the form of one machine that acted as both a boredom and an anti-boredom
machine. Most children designed a single, sensor-based machine that helped
users transition from boring to not boring. Interesting material aspects of boredom
also arose. For example, Georgia (ten) designed a machine that included soft silky
fabric, “because you sink into boredom. It looks a little bit attractive because it
has some of the shiny stuff, but then you sort of sink in and you get stuck in there.”
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Georgia included tape at the bottom of her machine, explaining that you eventually
get out of boredom because her machine had a “boredom escape pull” to help you
get out of boredom if you needed it. Joseph (ten) designed a room that includes a
screen in the room that asks users how they would like to end their boredom,
describing how users can choose different emotions like surprise, scary,
excitement, or fun and stimuli appear on the screen to help end the boredom.
Delilah and Priscilla (both eleven) designed a room that senses the boredom level
of the user. It starts with empty white walls, senses how bored the user is and
reacts: ideas, jokes, games, pictures, and riddles appear on the walls to entertain
users until they are no longer bored.

Figure 22. The children’s boredom and anti-boredom machine prototypes.

Figure 23. Priscilla’s journal reflection exemplifies the difference between passive
and active imagination.
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Active Imagination and Boredom. When reflecting on the boredom and
anti-boredom room she made in her journal, Priscilla specified several
differences. When in boredom mode, it was empty, “because you do nothing but sit
in the room.” Conversely, the anti-boredom room included words, games, riddles,
jokes, and more on the walls. Still, Priscilla noted that both rooms were similar in
that “you can use your imagination in both situation [sic].” For Priscilla, the vibrant
walls of the anti-boredom room helped spark her imagination, but she noted you
could still use your imagination in the emptiness of the boring room. We highlight
this journal reflection as an example of the difference between active imagination
(internally derived) and more passive imagination (prompted by external
stimuli). Priscilla’s comments suggest that she can use the anti-boredom’s
stimuli to prompt her imagination to transition out of boredom (passive
imagination). Even when the room is empty, however, Priscilla can use her active
imagination to transition out of boredom. When explicitly prompted to consider
the good parts about being bored in the QOD, children’s comments reinforced this
notion of active versus passive imagination. Most children were able to give many
positive responses about being bored. For example, Georgia (ten) and Adrian
(eleven) said that boredom allowed them to think of new ways to entertain
themselves. Priscilla (eleven) said that the time she spends after being bored is
better than time when she’s not bored at all. “After I’m bored, I find the best game.
It gives me time to think.” However, most of the children’s comments and designs
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suggested that external prompts and stimuli eased the transition from bored to
not bored. Effectively, the passive imagination requires an external trigger, while
the active imagination, with practice, may transition on its own.

Time’s Influence. As in prior sessions, children’s views of time were
intertwined with their views of boredom. Five of the seven designs created in
Session 5 incorporated a timer and/or clock, either in the physical form of the
timer provided in the bags-of-stuff or conceptualizations of time noted during the
group presentations. Brayden (eight) and Kadir (thirteen) designed a big shelf
with a timer and clock on it. Brayden explained that the machine is boring when
the user removes the twisting dial because s/he has lost the ability to control time:
“You can’t use it. You can’t do anything with it.” Although the boys designed the
shelf clock together, Kadir offered a different explanation about its transition from
boring to not boring. He specified that the clock was more fun without the twisting
dial because then time is no longer a constraint, explaining that time adds
unwanted pressure and feelings of commitment, such as having to go to bed.
Georgia (ten) also included a timer, which signaled and controlled transitions
between boredom and anti-boredom. These timers provided an interesting blend
between the two themes that emerged from Session 1: Time and lack of control.
The children used clocks to link boredom with the passage of time. Timers counted
down to the end of boring and not-boring activities. Often, timers removed their
control and sense of agency, by directing when to be bored, when to stop watching
a show, and when to wake up and go to school.
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Overall, the sessions revealed that children may
have a more nuanced view of boredom and strategies for
responding to it than popular culture, or many adults, may
contemplate. In this chapter, I’ve summarized the major
insights that our child partners helped us to
uncover.

even video games get boring eventually. When game play gets boring, he watches
YouTube videos about games before YouTube becomes boring too, when he
switches back to playing video games again.
Overall, children’s view of time’s value was context dependent. For
example, if you are in an anti-boredom machine, you do not want to be constrained
by time. Conversely, if you are in a boredom machine, time-keeping objects like
clocks remind you of obligations that you have no control over. In most cases, the
time dimension added an unwanted constraint, pressure, or loss of personal
agency to activities. For Kadir (thirteen), tracking time in his anti-boredom
machine is worrisome; it bounded his activities so that he fretted about the time
that remained to enjoy a favorite show: “oh my gosh, it’s so late. I have to go to bed
in like thirty minutes.” In contrast, but following a similar theme, a key feature of
Adrian’s (eleven) boring machine was an alarm clock. The clock’s alarm served as
a reminder that he has responsibilities as a young student over which he has little
control: “it makes you go to school,” and if you don’t wake up when you are
supposed to, you will get in trouble.

Insight 1. Boredom Has a Time Dimension
Many children expressed the idea that anything
can be boring if you do it for too long, even something that
you enjoy. During our Question of the Day, Adrian (eleven)
shared that his math test was the most boring part of his
day, even though math is one of his favorite subjects. He
said that he enjoys doing math for about fourty minutes
before it gets boring. In his journal reflection, Joseph (ten)
wrote that video games were fun and exciting, but that
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Insight 2. Agency and Control
A consistently recurring trigger for children’s boredom is a feeling that they
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lack agency or control. This theme was often intertwined with the pressure of time,
whether too long or too short. Initially, the children flatly told us that “school” was
“the most boring place.” After discussion, and through our multiple sessions, they
showed us how the power dynamics of school was the trigger, not the place or
activities themselves. Most children explained that school is boring because they
lack control over what they could do for most of the school day. For example, “you
have to be quiet” and “you can’t talk, you have to listen to teachers.”
During the card rating activity, Priscila (eleven) placed a card with a pencil
graphic in the neutral section of the boredom scale. She explained that pencils
could be either boring or not, depending on their use. When she used the pencil
for art class, it was fun because she was able to draw what she wanted. But when
completing classwork, she felt that pencils became boring because someone
telling her what to do made her not want to do it. Our findings are consistent with
prior studies of older children and adolescents (Larson and Richards 1991).

Research Insights

Priscilla (eleven) noted that the hardest way to end boredom was to use her
imagination. “It’s hard to force myself to imagine,” she says, “because the real
world is distracting.”

Insight 4. Objects Can Spark Imagination

Insight 3. Imagination
Children like to use their imagination to end their boredom, however, this
can be difficult. Many children said they liked to use their imagination to get out of
boredom, but it is hard to force themselves to imagine things. During the QOD
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We found that children felt that it is easier to start imagining when they have
some type of object to help them transition out of boredom. Our analysis revealed
that physical objects and crossing thresholds into “magic places” serve as sparks
to move out of boredom. When asked to design an anti-boredom machine, both
Priscilla (eleven) and Joseph (ten) designed rooms that sensed the user’s
boredom. Priscilla’s room helped the user become not bored by projecting
different stimuli like jokes, photos, and stories, on the walls. Joseph’s room allowed
the user to choose how they wanted to become un-bored on a screen in the room.
Options included fun, scary, and surprise.
Throughout most of the sessions, children’s designs, QOD discussions, and
journal entries featured explicit, physical prompts to support and trigger their
transitions between feeling bored or not. For example, the children not only
enjoyed the trapdoor form’s secret opening, most forced every design to have
some threshold aspect that allowed them to move between mind-wandering
daydreams to more focused, active imaginings. They also wanted some help to
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detect, sense, or communicate these transitions, whether to excite and entertain
out-of-boredom, or to slowly slide back into bored. These themes hearken back to
Voase’s contrast between museum visitors who follow highly directed, structured
exhibits (passive imagination experiences) and visitors who must experience
open-ended exhibits more actively and internally (2002). This is also similar to
Jungian psychology’s concept of active imagination, which focuses on internal,
mindful powers of imagination. The children’s designs suggest that they are still
developing their active imaginations, and desire external prompts to support their
transitions.

Insight 5. Cardboard
Cardboard boxes emerged as an abundant material that is both culturally
and economically accessible. While we were prototyping with different cardboard
forms, Kadir (thirteen) wished the forms were cube-shaped so he could build a
castle and Adrian (eleven) had the idea of using all of the Amazon boxes he had at
his house to continue designing at home.
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Reflection
We presented an exploratory study of children’s views of boredom and
their approaches to manage feelings of boredom. These insights will contribute to
future design and research efforts to craft mindful, meaning-making activities that
can help children harness their boredom in more creative ways.
Our combined findings suggest that the design solution should aim for a
sweet spot between light prompts or suggestions and more imperative, directed,
and overly structured prompts when they create physical designs or experiences
that aim to reduce boredom. This balance between structure and free agency is
also related to the learning sciences’ view that authentic science education should
allow for more free-form exploration, questioning, and failures over less structured,
lockstep experiments (Chinn and Malhotra 2002).
In this study, we were also able to experiment with hybridizing and
adapting several existing cooperative inquiry techniques to more effectively
explore our questions regarding the potential of physical forms to reduce or
transition from boredom to more creative, generative states of mind. We developed
a three-dimensional extension to the traditional Layered Elaboration technique
(Sessions 2 and 3), and also blended Line Judging with magnetic cards to allow
children to rate objects along a physical scale (Sessions 1 and 4). Our adapted
techniques afforded new insights into how size, materials, and the addition of
spatial dimensions can influence design collaboration and idea elaboration.
Any claims to generalizability in our findings are limited by the small group
of children with whom we worked. However, seven ninety-minute design sessions,
interspersed with moments of reflection in design journals over the course of three
months enabled us to gain nuanced insights on children’s views of boredom.
Although exploratory in nature, our study offers an extended look at children
(seven to thirteen years old) and adults partnering to co-design antidotes to
boredom.
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Chapter 5
Design Process

The first Brain Bridges prototype consisted of five unique, 3-D printed
shapes. Each shape had a dowel protruding from the bottom. While holding the
shape securely, the user needed to poke the dowel through the cardboard by pushing down on the shape. Then the user screwed a fastener onto the dowel to secure
it in place.

Taking into consideration the insights gained
from our co-design sessions, my toy product needed to
be restricted in time, give children control over their play,
develop imagination, provide a creative spark, and
utilize cardboard. After a period of ideation where I
further elaborated on the insights and ideas from the
co-design sessions, my strongest design solution
included various physical primitive forms that aim to
trigger imaginative (active) and generative play. Next
was an iterative cycle of user testing, feedback, and
implementing this feedback to develop an updated
prototype.

Design Solution
Brain Bridges is a kit of shapes for kids to design,
connect, and construct anything out of the cardboard
boxes that they already have at home. The nature of
utilizing a material that wears out, yet is replenished with
some regularity, provides a time restriction to this play
pattern. Children have control over which shapes to use,
how to use them in conjunction with cardboard boxes,
and what stories to tell around what they build. This
agency over their play provides the sometimes-needed
spark to transition into a creative, imaginative space and
the cardboard adds an extra dimension to these thought
processes.
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Figure 24. The first Brain Bridges prototype.

Precedents
While developing my prototype, it was important to understand how it fit
alongside current products and projects. Below I have included a collection of
precedents that I found to be topical and insightful, including generative toy kits
and toys that reuse trash-bound household packaging.
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Figures 28 & 29. Roomy by Studio Pesi is a set of wooden blocks that become furniture when constructed.
Figure 25. Play Tape instantly creates roads and rails for toy vehicle play anytime, anywhere.

Figures 26 & 27. Mr. Potato Head by Hasbro. Includes The eleven different accessories allow kids to use their
imaginations for creative play when they mix and match parts.
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Figures 30 & 31. Masks by Sophia Moeschlin. The project aims to give value to paper bags after they are
carried home and have completed their primary purpose.
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Figures 32 & 33. FedEx Christmas Commercial 2019 shows a young girl that quickly becomes bored of her
new electronic toy. She then begins playing with the cardboard boxes left over from the gift’s packaging and
builds an imaginary spaceship.

Design Process

Figures 35 & 36. Bottle Boat by Floris Hovers. A kit of accessories that allows children to transform an empty
shampoo bottle into a boat.

Play Testing

Figure 34. Cork Play by Kikkerland. The kit comes with beads, buttons, pins, clothes pegs, wire and pliers and
allows the user to use their leftover wine corks to make quirky creations.
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I took my early stage prototype back to KidsTeam to play test and get their
feedback. During our first five sessions, the children of KidsTeam assumed the role
of full design partner as we researched and ideated together. In our last two
sessions, we focused on playtesting with the chosen design solution and the
children’s role shifted to that of an informant. While the child design partners
tested the playability of the prototype, adult design partners asked probing
questions and wrote down the children’s likes, dislikes, and design ideas on sticky
notes.
The children’s designs included a giant Minecraft hammer, another robot
named Trevor, a flying castle, and Generator World (an electricity subway system
that powers teleportation devices). Each group had around six to seven boxes to
use in their designs, but final designs only utilized one to four boxes.
Kids really enjoyed utilizing the pieces of rope by tying, connecting, and
weaving them into the other pieces. Many children noted that they enjoyed the
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unlimited play of the prototype. Responses on sticky notes explained, “you can
make almost anything” and “you can do whatever you want with [the boxes],”
aligning with the control and agency insight. One child enjoyed the fact that it is
“easy to find boxes and materials,” supporting the insight identifying the
accessibility of cardboard. The majority of children also commented on the
difficulty of poking through the cardboard. They noted that the idea of poking
through the cardboard was fun, but the action of doing so was too hard with these
pieces.
In a less formal setting, I also play tested with two children that were not
part of KidsTeam. Byron (male, eight) and Brett (male, six) are brothers that live in
suburban Texas. I brought the same prototype pieces and a stack of boxes to their
house, where we spent an hour playing with and talking about the prototype.
Byron flattened one of the boxes and designed a racetrack on one side. He
got out his toy cars and made an obstacle course for them. Byron said that he
wished his friend was with us because, “he’s an awesome inventor.” Byron and his
friend like to work together to invent things, “we’re really good.” Brett designed a
trap to catch the mouse that lived in his garage. He got out cheese and used the
rope that I brought by threading it through the holes we made in the boxes. To test
his design, Brett tied his mouse trap to the kitchen chair with the same rope before
bringing the trap outside. Just outside of the garage, Brett tied his trap to the
lamppost to wait for the mouse.
Both boys had a lot of trouble puncturing the cardboard with the
different pieces. Because each piece was a different a shape, they had to learn
how to best hold each new piece in their hand to gain the most leverage in order to
poke through the cardboard. Brett said the pieces were “hard to keep good.” Poking
the dowels through the cardboard by pushing down on the different shapes was
awkward, sometimes impossible, and usually put pressure on weak areas of the
pieces. The boys often moved through these motions quickly and broke the
majority of the pieces when trying to poke through the cardboard.

Design Process

Figure 37. Kadir and Adrian designing Generator World.

Takeaways and Updates
One of the main takeaways from these play tests was that the installation
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Figure 38. Byron designing an obstacle course for his toy cars.
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of the push peg pieces was too difficult. The act of pushing the dowel through the
cardboard generated a lot of resistance, breakage, and frustration. Additionally,
holding all of the uniquely-shaped pieces while pushing the dowel through the
cardboard was not ergonomic, making the process even more difficult.
To explore other ways to secure the pieces in the cardboard, I looked into
common hardware functions like corkscrews, drywall anchors, and marker snaps. I
designed a corkscrew fastener, which is an easier, safer installation process than a
poke-through fastener. During our play test session, ten-year-old Georgia also
suggested that the shapes should be able to attach and stack on the fasteners. In
the next prototype, only the anchor pieces needed to be screwed into the
cardboard, and all of the other shapes easily connected to them with a tension
snap, like a marker cap.
The other main takeaway was that the shapes needed further development.
Kids really enjoyed the pieces that contained rope or string, however, they
requested more and different types of pieces, as well as the addition of color. First,
I looked into the history of toy design and generative toys of the past. I researched
historical examples of generative toys from all over the world to understand how
open-ended shapes have already been utilized for play and to draw inspiration to
create my own shapes.
Next, I rapidly generated a large number of new shapes through sketches
and then prototyping materials like sytrofoam, wood, and cardboard. I started with
the most popular shapes from the sessions, then looked into basic physics
mechanisms like simple machines and quickly sketched and prototyped a large
number of new shapes. I wanted to produce a mixture of shapes that pushed and
pulled against familiarity. Some shapes were extremely open-ended and could be
adapted to almost any design, for example, the dowels in Figure 37 could be pillar,
arms, knobs, a human torso, etc. Other shapes offered more context that drew the
user in and helped to generate ideas, for example, most play testers were quick
to grab the tassel in Figure 38, decide what it was (a horse’s tail, fire, a waterfall,
etc.), and design around that idea. When play testers encountered this piece, it
became the foundation of their design and helped them to form their story around
what they were building. Through this process, I developed a wide variety and large
quantity of options before beginning to narrow them down.
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Figures 39-41. I removed the push peg from each shape and created a separate anchor piece that all
shapes can snap onto.
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Figure 47. I used rope, styrofoam, wood, and cardboard to quickly prototype a large number
of shapes.

Figures 42-46. The historical toy designs I drew inspiration from included German wooden block sets
(top left), the original Mr. Potato Head (top right), Lincoln Logs (middle left), Tinkertoys (bottom left),
and folk toys from around the world (bottom right).
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Figure 48. The dowel shapes are
extremely open-ended and can be
adapted to almost any design.

Figure 49. The tassel piece drew the user in and
helped to generate ideas.
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Figure 50. I asked children and adults to use the shapes to build, listing
how many different ideas one shape could represent.

Design Process

In order to begin narrowing down the list of shapes, I tested them in various
ways to see which were the most open-ended for children and adults. For each
shape, I listed how many different ideas the shape could represent. Then, I grouped
the shapes by general function to ensure diversity. In the spirit of collaborative
design, I also had adults and kids build with the shapes. I noted how many different
ideas each shape was imagined to be in each design. I then tried working backward from the final designs to arrive at necessary shapes. For example, if someone
wanted to build a tractor with their box, did they have the pieces they would need?
I also added colors as well as new textures and materials. Textural variety is
engaging, no matter a user’s age, so I prototyped the new shapes in three different
textures: hard plastic, silicon rubber, and nylon rope. I also created the updated
prototypes in three different colors: blue, white, and yellow.
I took my updated prototype back to KidsTeam for a second play test
session to make sure I had addressed their concerns and to see if any new ones
arose. The updated fasteners were much easier to install and the kids enjoyed the
addition of new shapes, colors, and material variety. This was apparent in the
enthusiasm, quantity, and diversity of designs in the second play test session
compared to the first. I photographed the children’s prototypes and took note of
how often each of the pieces were used in each design. From this list, I narrowed
down the piece list to the most popular eighteen shapes and divided those shapes
into texture groups roughly based on function. Each texture was also assigned a
color: blue hard plastic, white silicon rubber, and yellow nylon rope. Once I
decided on which shapes would be in the final kit, I focused on making them look
like a cohesive set of shapes through scale, radius angles, and widths. After many
play tests with children and adults, I created my final Brain Bridges prototype.

Figure 51. Adrian designs with the updated prototypes during our second
KidsTeam play test session.
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Figures 52-55. With the updated prototypes, child design partners designed a tree house (top left), a dog
with a leash (bottom left), a giant hammer (top right), and a manually-spun helicopter (bottom right).
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Designed to spark imagination and creative play,
the set includes fasteners to connect different boxes
together and attach an array of open-ended shapes.
The Brain Bridges kit consists of eighteen
generative shapes made of plastic, rubber, and nylon
rope; fifteen plastic anchor pieces; a booklet to provide
design ideas and help spark creativity if needed; one
cardboard box that the kit is packaged in.

Figure 56. Kit includes eighteen generative shapes.

Figure 57. Anchor piece.
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Figure 58. The anchors allow the user to snap on different shapes.

The corkscrew anchors fasten onto the boxes, allow the users to snap on different
pieces, and securely connect different boxes together. So whether you have one
box that you attach pieces to or you have a bunch of boxes that you connect into
a big structure, the kit provides a creative spark for children to transition into an
imaginary world where boxes can be anything.
During all of the formal and informal play testing sessions, I noticed that the
scale and open-endedness of Brain Bridges allows for and encourages others to
join in on the building. The spirit of this project lives on when children
collaboratively imagine and build with friends, parents, siblings, and others.
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Figures 59-62. The shapes can also be snapped together and combined, offering more open-endedness.
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Figure 63. Robot.
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Figure 64. Bumblebee.
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Figure 65. Chicken.
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Figure 66. Helicopter.
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Figure 67. Wagon.
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Figure 68. Flower box.
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Figure 69. Horse.
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Figure 70. Giant hammer.
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Figure 71. Birthday cake.
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Figure 72. Swing.
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Figure 73. Train.
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Figure 74. Playscape.
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Future Opportunities
Throughout our sessions, children were designing technological
components into their “anti-boredom” designs. The next step for Brain Bridges
might be to add an augmented reality component. This would allow children to
build physically with the shapes and boxes, and then use an AR app that
recognizes the shapes to continue building and storytelling digitally. This would
only increase the project’s potential for imagination, creativity, storytelling, and
cultivating STEM skills.
This project was only made possible through the partnership and
enthusiasm of the child and adult design partners at KidsTeam. If this project were
to enter a “smart” phase, I would hope to continue working with KidsTeam to
develop it.

Figure 75. Castle.

Figure 76. An augmented reality phone app would allow children to continue building and storytelling in a
digital space.
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Conclusion

As I reflect on the original question that began
this project, I now ask myself, how did toy design change
when children were considered partners in the toy
design process? There are two ways to consider the
outcomes of this project and the answer to this
question. If I were to focus on how the final product of
toy design changed by involving children, I believe this is
a successful project. The child and adult partners of
KidsTeam and I explored childhood boredom and
designed a solution to help children find more creative
ways for helping themselves out of boredom. Brain
Bridges addresses the important insights we gained
from our sessions and has the potential to positively
influence how we look at boredom in childhood, using
our imaginations, toy design, and sustainability within
the toy industry.
I could ask the same question (How did toy
design change when children were considered partners
in the toy design process?), but focus on the person that
is latent within the question: How did toy design change
when I considered children partners in the toy design
process?
As Druin mentions, proving the usefulness and
importance of co-design to designers is difficult
(Begnaud and Druin 2019). However, after having gone
through the co-design process, I believe in its
benefits, without a doubt. The idea and development of
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Brain Bridges was only possible through the discussion and elaboration that
occurred in our co-design sessions.
This process also led me to a few realizations that I did not expect.
Facilitating this co-design project has given me confidence in its ability to generate
good ideas. It has also given me a greater sense of humility as a designer. I strongly
believe that working closely with a diverse group of people made my project, ideas,
and design solution better and that doing so will continue to improve my design
work.
During my undergraduate degree in anthropology, I developed skills in
people-focused research. I learned how to empathize with people and understand
different groups through ethnography, field visits, observation, and survey.
Working on this thesis project has given me the tools to apply these
anthropological lessons in order to solve problems. Now that I have completed
my Master’s degree in industrial design, I am excited to combine my two degrees
in design and anthropology through a career focused in human-centered design
research.
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Have you ever wished that you played an instrument as a
kid? Or that you had started learning a new language or
hobby earlier in life? The freedom to develop and grow
personal interests during childhood can feel limited,
because the material culture of childhood is controlled
by adults. The designed environment of childhood is
so critical to their development, yet children are rarely
involved in the design of their toys; they are usually just
users of an existing product. Doesn’t everyone deserve
a say in their own development? How would toy design
change if children were considered partners in the
design process?
I partnered with KidsTeam at the University of
Maryland’s Human-Computer Interaction Lab and we
used a co-design methodology called cooperative
inquiry. The child and adult design partners at KidsTeam
and I held seven co-design sessions, we took a project
through traditional industrial design phases, and
together, we designed a kit of generative shapes to spark
imagination and creative play.
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